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Updating the Urban Bikeway Design Guide

Complete Connections: Building Equitable Bike Networks is one of seven Working Papers being released by NACTO in 2022 and 2023 as part of the ongoing update to the NACTO Urban Bikeway Design Guide. The working papers will cover topics related to equitable planning, engagement, and implementation. The papers will help inform project delivery concerns and policy considerations that should accompany the design updates in the guide. NACTO will develop a complete update to the Urban Bikeway Design Guide in 2023 by synthesizing these working papers with state-of-the-practice design guidance.
Introduction: A good bike network is an equitable one

To be good, a bike network must be equitably planned, designed, prioritized, and implemented. Successful, effective networks are fundamentally equitable ones. In building All Ages & Abilities bike networks, practitioners must strive to connect riders of all ages, abilities, and backgrounds to a variety of destinations throughout the city—whether for work, school, or leisure. This equity-focused approach is what grows ridership broadly and helps biking infrastructure play a role in meeting today’s safety and sustainability challenges.

All too often, however, network expansion efforts miss disenfranchised communities, in both planning and implementation. As a result, cities find themselves with incomplete networks that serve some neighborhoods well and others not at all or leave major holes at key junctures that limit where people can safely go. Or, cities find that they have equitable networks on paper, capable of ensuring riders of all ages and abilities can ride safely, but implementation timelines are not sequenced in ways that address city goals for ridership.

To build good bike networks, an equity lens must be taken with all aspects of project development, not just engagement.

To build bike networks that meet the needs of riders of all ages and abilities, and help cities reach their ridership, mobility, and sustainability goals, planners must center equity in their network development practice.

In most North American cities, equity is an increasingly common focus within community engagement phases of project development, and engagement itself is becoming more robust as practitioners recognize that community collaboration is critical to good project design and long-term sustainability. But to build good bike networks, an equity lens must be taken with all aspects of project development, not just engagement. Historically disenfranchised communities should play a collaborative role in the planning phase for the entire network; community feedback and other forms of data should inform the prioritization process to help determine which projects are built first; and cities should be prepared to return to previously-built components of the network and revise them if they’re not working for the community.

Developing or expanding a bike network will always be incremental. Complete, equitable networks don’t spring up overnight. Instead, cities must pivot planning and development practices from a focus on equal coverage across cities to equitable, meaningful implementation based on the needs of each community as well as the city as a whole.

Center Marginalized Communities to Address Inequities

For many decades, transportation policy, planning, and practice have deprived and disenfranchised marginalized groups from investments that would improve mobility, opportunity, and wealth. Highway construction, disparate investment in streets and sidewalks, and underfunding of transit has been used in nearly every U.S. city to destroy Black wealth or to deny the opportunity for people of color to build wealth through homes and businesses. Similar patterns apply to Indigenous or First Nations communities in both the U.S. and Canada. Marginalized groups differ from one city to the next, but, due to this documented history of explicitly racist policies and actions, all cities should consider race and ethnicity—particularly Black, Indigenous, Latine/x populations, and immigrant populations, among other marginalized communities—in identifying underserved and disconnected neighborhoods that warrant special focus.
Guiding Principles

To implement an equitable bike network, practitioners need to proactively incorporate equity at every stage of planning, project development, and implementation. These principles function as a desk reference to guide equitable decision making throughout bike network planning and project development.

Center purpose in every phase

- **Define transportation equity and how biking fits into stated goals.** Establish biking as part of an equitable multimodal system. Identify synergies across modes, and make geographic and programmatic connections between them.
- **Build a framework that connects both planning and implementation to goals.** Demonstrate how connecting people to and within neighborhoods supports broader goals, from economic activity and recovery to healthy environments and sustainability.

Networks should meet goals and needs, not just existing demand

- **Use both qualitative and quantitative tools.** Combine quantitative data and trends with historical context and community knowledge. Center equity by acknowledging any biases in data collection, analysis, or presentation, so that partners and stakeholders can help identify or even mitigate issues.
- **Plan connections, not facilities.** Focus on making critical connections or improving unsafe corridors, not on dictating facility types, across the city. Consider facility type alternatives during project development by analyzing data and collaborating with communities to determine the most appropriate alignment and facility type.
- **Support potential bike demand.** Implement the bike network in areas with high potential bike demand based factors like land use, density, and vehicle access. Only investing in areas with lots of biking can bolster ridership in those specific areas but will leave out other neighborhoods, almost certainly creating inequitable conditions.

Focus on making critical connections or improving unsafe corridors, not on dictating facility types, across the city.

Cultivate a supportive environment

- **Create a project list and prioritization process that you can commit to.** Seek buy-in on locations, metrics, and process, so that as resources become available and partners change, you can still advance projects that matter. The citywide bike plan must show agency partners, elected officials, and stakeholders how projects relate to goals.
- **Collaborate with communities to improve projects and build stewardship.** Focus on strengthening trust and understanding project by project. Each success demonstrates program effectiveness, and each interaction builds toward lasting relationships.
- **Design a communications plan to answer questions before they are asked.** Include a communications plan that centers transparency and documents decision-making at every stage of planning, prioritization, and implementation. A strong communications plan will cultivate a supportive environment for advancing future projects in the program.

Networks are not built in a day

- **Anticipate shifts and changes as the network expands.** Be transparent about changes in cost estimates, staff capacity, budget resources, political shifts, and other changes to the project or project schedule.
- **Make the most of opportunities, using clear guidelines.** Work within and across agencies or divisions, with developers and property owners, and other partners to incorporate bikeway elements into any substantial road work along a priority biking corridor. Note synergies across projects to amplify benefits or reduce disruption and cost.
Seek collaboration over input or involvement

- Work with communities to redesign safer streets. Approach each collaboration with a desire to share project information and conditions while learning concerns and nuanced details, so that you can improve the project type, design, or timing, while addressing or mitigating stakeholder concerns.
- Don’t avoid building complex or controversial projects especially in marginalized communities. Anticipate creative, nuanced solutions to opposition focused on coalition, education, and collaboration. (See Addressing Opposition from Different Communities Requires a Nuanced Approach on page 12 in the companion working paper: Moving Together: Collaborating with Communities for More Equitable Outcomes). Advancing small, simple projects alongside large, complex ones will build advocacy and flexibility as the program shows efficacy and progress.
- Listen to and respect all stakeholders and consider all comments thoughtfully. Seek understanding and acceptance where agreement seems unattainable. When a suggestion is not practical, clearly state the reasons. Know the history of the project area to better understand the context for concerns and comments. If a stakeholder or community has a bad relationship with the city, respect the history and invest in relationship building.

Get started, monitor & adjust, do better each time

- Address safety needs and expect incremental progress. If a project becomes politically infeasible or the city’s bike network goals compete with a stakeholder’s priorities, remain committed to the buildout of the bike plan even if the full scope is not possible in the short term. If a project needs to be rescoped, focus on improving safety.
- Evaluate progress towards goals through an iterative process. Be wary of amplifying the status quo, and redirect programs before small mistakes grow into major headaches.
- Accept credit for accomplishments and accountability for missteps. Evaluation processes might be understated, but many cities are already making adjustments based on annual reporting or analysis. Share details to foster relationships based on trust.

If a stakeholder or community has a bad relationship with the city, respect the history and invest in relationship building.

Planning a citywide bike network

A good bike plan is not solely a collection of projects, but a decision to engage in a cultural shift that prioritizes safe biking for all. The bike plan needs to be part of the city’s broader goals for equitable, sustainable access to neighborhoods. Equitable transportation networks are multimodal networks that provide safe and reliable infrastructure for people across the city to connect to destinations and hubs without needing to rely on a personal car. An equitable bike network must be designed to serve everyone, addressing safety and access to activities and destinations throughout the city by centering need—not just today’s demand.

What’s in a bike plan?

To support equitable bike network implementation, bike plans typically include some variation of each of the following parts:

Part 1: Policies, goals, and an equity framework. Establish goals for the bike program that support the citywide transportation and equity vision. Be specific about why the bike program needs to be part of the citywide or department-wide equity framework and how the bike plan will support a more equitable transportation network.

Part 2: Where and why are people biking and not biking. Analyze the current biking environment and ask people—especially people representing marginalized groups—why biking for transportation is important. Collaborate with communities to understand how the bike plan can support multimodal transportation equity needs and then refine the goals in part 1.

Part 3: Planned projects, programs, and policies. Build a bike program based on a planned citywide network, programmatic priorities, and supportive policy needs. Demonstrate how the bike program supports the citywide transportation and equity goals.

Part 4: Identify a high level implementation strategy. This strategy should identify reliable funding opportunities; establish a framework and goals for equitable prioritization that reflects the community goals; and commit to program evaluation in annual or biannual progress reports.

Equitable bike networks need to be comfortable for people of all ages, abilities, and backgrounds. Cities must commit to implementing a bike network that meets an All Ages & Abilities standard. Some cities make this commitment within the bike plan while others underscore this commitment by referencing stand alone documents, like design guides or project development frameworks, that establish All Ages & Abilities standards.
Plan connections, not facilities

To allow for equitable implementation, the citywide bike plan needs to cover and connect every part of the city. Not every bikeway will have the same purpose within the network. A citywide bike plan that fully connects people and neighborhoods will include investment in principal routes, neighborhood routes, and spot improvements for both safety and connectivity.

**Principal routes** are connections between multiple neighborhoods and facilitate longer bike trips such as commutes. They often cross barriers such as rivers or highways, typically connect to major destination clusters, and are as direct as is practical without sacrificing comfort, legibility, or bike priority. Principal routes will be the busiest routes in the bike network and should include space for passing and be navigable by children, visitors to the city, and people using longer or wider bikes than typical.

**Neighborhood routes** serve trips across one or two neighborhoods, and connect to principal routes. In addition to serving commuters, neighborhood routes are useful for daily life: shopping, access to schools, parks, social life, transit stops, and local services. Neighborhood routes often have alternative routing options and collaborating with the community can help identify the best street for the connection, even if it differs from what is shown on the citywide plan.

**Intersection and spot improvements** address critical connections or known problems that exist in the current network. Many cities have incomplete bike networks and often there are specific intersections or links that prevent comfortable use of an otherwise acceptable route—or locations where safety concerns have been documented or longstanding. Listing these connections establishes these safety needs as projects.

Plan the function of each route and commit to meeting All Ages & Abilities standards before specifying facility types or alignments. While cities can and should consult residents in individual neighborhoods about how a network should serve that community conceptually, this step is not about making design decisions, and engagement at the plan level does not replace engagement at a project level.

A key output of the citywide bike plan is a list or map of planned citywide projects that meet an All Ages & Abilities standard and represent biking connections that can be equitably prioritized for implementation. Make sure that residents, businesses, agency partners, elected officials and stakeholders understand that the bike network is a citywide priority that will connect all neighborhoods.

The Réseau express vélo or REV in Montreal is a planned All Ages and Abilities network of principal routes. This citywide bike network prioritizes comfort and safety by separating users, providing sufficient width for passing, and including signage and path markings to provide cohesive wayfinding.
Choosing a prioritization approach

A successful bike plan includes both a list of citywide projects and a transparent framework for advancing projects equitably. Without intentional prioritization, cities often advance projects based on ease of implementation, one-off requests, or pressure to build a little in each neighborhood—resulting in disconnected bike networks that serve nobody well. Need is not equally spread across the city and equitable implementation will not result in an equal amount of projects built or dollars spent in every district. Agencies should advance projects according to safety and connectivity goals, while also prioritizing projects for communities that have experienced past and ongoing disinvestment.

A strong framework for equitably prioritizing bike projects helps program staff clearly explain project prioritization decisions that deliver a safe, sustainable, and equitable bike network. Analyzing metrics to prioritize and compare projects creates a more objective and justifiable approach to prioritization, especially when community partners are included in developing metrics.

This section introduces two compatible approaches for applying quantitative metrics to compare projects:

- **Neighborhood-based approach**
  Identify priority neighborhoods for coordinated implementation of multiple routes in a single neighborhood to create a well-connected bike network.

- **Project-based approach**
  Identify citywide priority projects based on scoring and comparing projects according to a set of metrics.

When used together, these approaches support a balanced approach to equitable bike network expansion. Identifying priority projects through either quantitative approach should be paired with a qualitative analysis to balance project cost, complexity, and other considerations to create a right-sized action plan (see Right-sizing an action plan, on page 19).
Neighborhood-based approach

The neighborhood-based approach prioritizes marginalized communities with high potential bike demand for a complete network build-out. City staff analyze metrics to identify priority neighborhoods and commit to implementing multiple routes in each neighborhood as a set of concurrent or sequential projects. Focusing on multiple routes within a single neighborhood makes biking an option for more local trips and allows staff to work closely with people in the neighborhood to co-define what a complete bike network means at a neighborhood level. This type of prioritization allows cities to build stronger relationships by collaborating on multiple projects, rather than short or shallow relationships based on discrete projects every few years or longer. Because of the focus on network connectivity and relationship building, equitable neighborhood-based approaches prioritize marginalized communities with lots of potential for bikeable trips.

Once priority neighborhoods are identified, select the planned projects from each neighborhood to be considered for a short-term action plan. Projects need to include approximate scopes and budgets but project specifics should be co-designed with each community after right-sizing an action plan.

Using prioritization metrics

Consider the following principles when conducting quantitative metric based prioritization.

- **Collaborate with stakeholders to select metrics that fit your city well and are simple to update over time.** Using multiple metrics to compare projects can be more or less complex but always requires strong documentation at each step to ensure reproducibility.

- **Use density metrics for better comparisons.** Comparing percentages fails to consider the total number of people in each geographic unit (i.e. the number of people impacted). Calculating population or housing density (i.e. total population in a geographic unit divided by the area of the geographic unit) allows for comparison that more transparently considers the population.

- **Share methodology and rationale for prioritizing projects, and incorporate input.** Even when analysis is complex, the methodology needs to be shared in a way that makes sense to a broad audience. Clearly describe the principles, decision-making processes, and any related constraints. Develop and share program phasing and be transparent about schedule risks. Update the methodology and revise any qualitative considerations based on community and stakeholder feedback.

Chicago adapts the neighborhood-based approach

The City of Chicago Department of Transportation (CDOT) applied a neighborhood-based approach to identify areas to implement a Neighborhood Bike Network. CDOT then worked collaboratively with communities to define the quick-build network priorities and Neighborhood Bike Network goals. After constructing the quick-build network, CDOT remains involved with the community, working to advance long-term projects in the neighborhood.

New Orleans adapts the neighborhood-based approach

The City of New Orleans combined data-based prioritization methods and community engagement to create a successful implementation strategy. After mapping areas where investing in bikeways could benefit the highest number of transit dependent and historically-underserved people (metrics included density of: people under 18, people over 65, zero car households, people in poverty, and people of color), the City worked with local communities and community based organizations to get input on the process ahead of project development. Working with communities throughout the project prioritization process helped the city build relationships and established the bike network as a priority among a broad range of community based organizations working to make New Orleans more equitable.
Project-based approach

The project-based approach uses one or more metrics to estimate how well individual projects address program goals. This approach uses metrics to identify priority projects based on potential bike demand, potential to improve bike safety, and connectivity improvements. Metrics for this approach should be easily quantifiable and informed by community collaboration, with a clear explanation of how these metrics show project benefits or support decision-making.

Using multiple metrics to develop a single, composite score can simplify calculations and make it easier to communicate a single list of prioritized projects; however, it also obscures the impacts of individual metrics. When creating a composite score, report the scores for each individual goal alongside the composite score to create a more transparent decision-making process.

Publicly communicate the purpose, method, and outcomes of the prioritization process along with next steps for implementation. If there are existing projects that don’t seem to match priorities, update details, noting how priorities or conditions have changed. Once priority projects are identified, conduct qualitative analysis to develop a right-sized action plan.

Toronto adapts the project-based approach

The City of Toronto created an assessment to quantitatively compare projects. The Cycling Service Assessment is a project-based approach that compares projects based on a nine-metric composite score. Before a project is programmed for implementation, the city conducts further analysis and engagement to confirm the preferred route and assess feasibility. This qualitative assessment includes an analysis of strategic alignment and project complexity.

The City of Toronto applies an equity lens at every decision point evaluating the geographic distribution of projects, conducting stakeholder engagement, and calculating the neighborhood cycling and equity index.

Atlanta adapts the project-based approach

To compare complete street projects, the City of Atlanta created a single composite score composed of safety, equity, and mobility metrics. The city shared the methodology, the individual scores for safety, equity, and mobility, as well as the total score for each project.

After conducting the project-based prioritization process, the city worked with communities to collaborate on how to interpret the scores and reviewed qualitative factors to determine the final prioritized project list.

With this new prioritized framework, the city was able to focus resources on the new prioritized projects and rebalance the 2016-TSPLOST and Bond program financing. A similar safety, equity, and mobility framework prioritized projects for the 2022-voter approved TSPLOST and Bond program.
Right-sizing an action plan

The action plan is a list of funded projects with approximate timelines and general scopes of work that is updated every 2-5 years based on funding and capacity to implement. Whereas the citywide bike plan can be aspirational, the action plan needs to be right-sized based on available funding, staff capacity, and procurement timelines. To right-size an action plan, consider project budgets and complexity, staff capacity, politicized priorities, and other opportunities to collaborate. A successful action plan is aggressive but achievable.

Acknowledge capacity and balance complex projects with smaller efforts

Project complexity should include ease of implementation, extent of traffic analysis required, and level of engagement and relationship building expected. Complex or controversial projects often require more time or budget to sort through, whether that’s finding the right solution, the right approach, or simply assembling resources across agencies or budget lines. City programs cannot advance too many projects at once. Include both more and less complex projects in the action plan to allow short-term wins while also advancing more complicated projects.

Evaluate politicized priorities

Known political priorities will not necessarily be added to the action plan, but they need to be considered and analyzed alongside other projects. Be sure to include the project prioritization results for any political priorities, explaining the prioritization methodology, how the prioritization framework reflects citywide goals, and how those goals may differ from any political pressures.
Take advantage of opportunities for collaboration—when they make sense

Add projects that make sense based on other investments. The largest and most common opportunities for collaboration come from linear roadway work like resurfacings and roadway reconstructions, but collaborating with private developers can create opportunities to upgrade sections of existing bikeways or reserve space for future efforts. Before moving forward with an opportunity, conduct a feasibility evaluation to understand if the project is likely to be successful:

- **Review contracts and funding mechanisms.** Bikeway projects may require different materials (e.g. bike lane pavement markings, signs, flexible delineators, etc.) or additional funding than a traditional paving project. Find additional funding sources and update contracts as needed to accommodate bikeway implementation.

- **Make time for deeper community engagement.** Resurfacing schedules do not include time for collaborative engagement. Identify opportunities early and adjust the schedule and expectations internally, with implementation crews, and with communities to accommodate bikeway planning and design tasks.

- **Understand internal staff capacity and focus effort on the best opportunities.** These opportunities still require planning, engagement, engineering, and design. If capacity is the limiting factor, apply staff judgment and first take advantage of opportunities that are unlikely to be recreated.

Allocate additional funding for projects in marginalized areas

When conducting cost estimates, for priority projects in neighborhoods that have a history of disinvestment, redlining, or neglect by public agencies, assume additional budget will be needed to address pedestrian safety and general maintenance needs. Don’t let these associated costs hinder bike network expansion in areas with a history of disinvestment; instead be sure to find funding for other safety and maintenance improvements during the early stages of the project. Equitable project implementation requires addressing critical safety issues and meeting long standing needs. Addressing related transportation needs builds trust and stewardship as projects advance.

Cities and states have a specific history of disinvesting in Black, Latine/x, Indigenous, immigrant and other marginalized communities. Displacement is a concern to be addressed, but avoiding needed investment only perpetuates past harm. Focus on safety and connection as the goals, rather than proposing specific facility types, and build a practice of collaborative design. Creating the conditions for citywide biking includes street resurfacing, speed limit reductions, sidewalk replacement or infill, transit service connections, neighborhood lighting and landscaping, and much more. These improvements help address longstanding disinvestment while also improving safety for all modes including people biking. Don’t shy away from much needed improvements, instead, lead with transparency, make time to rebuild trust, and listen to new information or ideas that might address concerns.

Communicate how and why projects are and aren’t selected.

Share the methods used for prioritizing projects, the decision-making process, and any other constraints with agency and community stakeholders. Ask for feedback and minimize the potential for unexpected pushback from elected officials and other stakeholders. See Addressing Opposition from Different Communities Requires a Nuanced Approach on page 12 in the companion working paper: Moving Together: Collaborating with Communities for More Equitable Outcomes.

Transparency about decision-making, roles, and timelines can build trust; sharing a multi-year implementation strategy can manage fears that projects will languish over time. Refer back to the citywide bike plan and emphasize the city’s commitment to complete the plan so communities not included in this phase of work will know when they’ll see investment.
CASE STUDY
The City of Denver takes advantage of paving opportunities alongside a neighborhood based approach

To achieve Denver’s 2018 pledge to implement 125 miles of bikeways in 5-years, the Denver Department of Transportation and Infrastructure (DOTI) is using two primary approaches.

1. Collaborating with the resurfacing program to take advantage of opportunities
DOTI continues to leverage the street resurfacing program to install bikeways. Each year, a list of planned bikeways along corridors prioritized for resurfacing is analyzed for feasibility and constructability. Based on this analysis, a short list of priority bike projects are incorporated into the resurfacing program and a core group of staff leads the associated planning, design, and outreach tasks.

Throughout the paving season (from March to November), cross-disciplinary teams of planners, engineers, community outreach specialists, and street maintenance staff met weekly to coordinate on project design and delivery. In 2022, the City installed 13-miles of bikeways through paving.

2. Building out Community Transportation Networks as a neighborhood-based approach
To achieve the ambitious 5-year implementation goal, DOTI established a new neighborhood-based approach to bikeway implementation to accelerate project delivery for quick-build bike projects. DOTI prioritized three neighborhoods (approximately 8 mi² each) for implementation, identifying a set of projects selected from the citywide bike plan.

In January 2020, Denver prioritized planned bike projects within each neighborhood and created an action plan to implement a network of over 50-miles of bikeways per priority neighborhood. To support this large-scale effort, the City ran concurrent planning and design for all three network areas, established blended project management teams for each neighborhood with a planner, engineer, and construction lead for each area, and hired consultant teams to support the work in each neighborhood.

To ensure projects met All Ages & Abilities standards, to improve consistency across projects and neighborhoods, and to simplify design decisions, DOTI set up regular coordination meetings and adopted interim bikeway design guidance and specifications. In 2023, construction of the first package of projects, totaling 44-miles of bikeways, will be completed.
Evaluating and adjusting for progress

Sharing project and program evaluation can lead to improved outcomes and deeper stewardship. Develop a robust, clear communications plan that includes annual or biannual progress reports on implementation to provide updates to communities, track performance, publicly acknowledge any challenges, and celebrate successes. Present reports publicly to stakeholders to create opportunities for focused feedback on the implementation strategy.

Adjust process based on feedback

Project prioritization frameworks can be adjusted to better align with community values. The City of Minneapolis conducted a large-scale engagement effort during the development of the capital improvement plan to create a project prioritization framework that directly reflected community priorities. For smaller bike program efforts, a citywide engagement effort may be out of reach, but collecting input from stakeholders can help inform future action plan development.

Keep building to demonstrate commitment

As projects are delivered, evaluate progress on city goals and make improvements to the process. These adjustments can improve equitable outcomes and prevent small oversights from adding up and intensifying over time to result in unfavorable and inequitable outcomes.

After making adjustments, convey those adjustments to communities and stakeholders and keep implementing. Making measurable progress on completing a citywide bike network requires an equitable, incremental approach. Cities need to make progress in addressing these long standing inequities, but there is no single set of projects to prioritize that will immediately achieve equity. Instead, cities need to set equitable goals (like building a citywide bike network), build frameworks for equitable decision making (like project prioritization), monitor progress, acknowledge mistakes, and adjust the process to better address equitable goals.

In addition to equitable project prioritization, implementing an equitable bike network requires dedicated political support to allocate funding and resources for continued implementation, equitable project development, and collaborative engagement. With a programmatic investment in equitably expanding the bike network, cities will make measurable progress on equitable climate, safety, and mobility goals. After making significant progress in implementing a bike plan, cities will need to next develop a version of the bike plan to re-evaluate equitable network needs and to extend the network.
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